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“SOS” a 12 metre tall bamboo lighthouse

“SOS” un faro de bambú de 12 metros de altura
“Near Kin KIn” a 24 metre tall bamboo tower within the city

“Cerca de Kin KIn” una torre de bambú de 24 metros de altura en el medio de la ciudad.
Top section thin armature
smaller diametre pipe or bar
to be removed after installation

Only a small percentage will continue Up, highest point will be reached by no more than 5 skinny bamboo
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“Regenesis” a cocoon in the City of Melbourne

“Regénesis“ un capullo en la Ciudad de Melbourne
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“The Golden Hour” a bamboo sculpture by the sea

“La Hora Dorada” una escultura de bambú al lado del mar
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“Quandong Dream” a collaboration with Master weaver Wang Wen-Chih

“El Sueño de Quandong” una colaboración con el Maestro Wang Wen-Chih
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“The Hothouse” ... a 50 metre pavillion in Hobart, Tasmania

“El Invernadero“ ... un pavellón de 50 metros en Hobart, Tasmania
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What’s next...?

¿Qué sigue?
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